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Abstract. Information-theoretic approaches to model selection, such as Akaike’s informa-
tion criterion (AIC) and cross validation, provide a rigorous framework to select among candi-
date hypotheses in ecology, yet the persistent concern of overfitting undermines the
interpretation of inferred processes. A common misconception is that overfitting is due to the
choice of criterion or model score, despite research demonstrating that selection uncertainty
associated with score estimation is the predominant influence. Here we introduce a novel selec-
tion rule that identifies a parsimonious model by directly accounting for estimation uncer-
tainty, while still retaining an information-theoretic interpretation. The new rule, which is a
modification of the existing one-standard-error rule, mitigates overfitting and reduces the likeli-
hood that spurious effects will be included in the selected model, thereby improving its inferential
properties. We present the rule and illustrative examples in the context of maximum-likelihood
estimation and Kullback-Leibler discrepancy, although the rule is applicable in a more general
setting, including Bayesian model selection and other types of discrepancy.

Key words: cross validation; information theory; model selection; overfitting; parsimony; post-selection
inference.

INTRODUCTION

A typical goal in eco-evolutionary research is to deter-
mine the type and functional form of the mechanisms by
which a biological response (e.g., fitness, growth, density,
competition, etc.) is invoked, as well as to quantify the rel-
ative importance of “predictors” (Southwood 1978, Bolker
2008). This can be done, for instance, by experimentation
(e.g., before-after-control-impact designs), or via observa-
tion of pattern (using correlative models). In terms of
analysis, these problems have historically been tackled
using null-hypothesis significance testing, but there is a
growing body of literature on the theory and implementa-
tion of alternative approaches that avoid an a priori bias
toward the null being true, including model selection and
model averaging, regularization methods such as ridge
regression or the lasso, and machine learning (Burnham
and Anderson 2002, Hastie et al. 2009). If the goal of the
analysis is prediction, then model averaging, regulariza-
tion, or machine learning will generally perform best
(Hooten et al. 2015), but see Richards (2005) and
Richards et al. (2011). In ecology, however, the goal is
often explanation, which is why model selection, with the
underlying aim of selecting a single parsimonious model
from an initial set of candidates, is a popular approach.

However, there are challenges with using model selection
to choose a single “best”model for inference; these include
deciding which score or criterion to use, concern for over-
fitting or underfitting, accounting for model selection
uncertainty, and applying the principle of parsimony.
In the usual approach to model selection, a score is esti-

mated for each model belonging to an initial set of candi-
dates. Candidate models are generated a priori, ideally on
the basis of carefully considered hypotheses; the selected
best model, subject to validation checks, is the model with
the lowest estimated score. The most frequently used esti-
mation indices in ecology are information criteria, such as
the Akaike information criterion (AIC) and its common
variants. These criteria are estimates of the information-
theoretic quantity (relative, expected) Kullback-Leibler
discrepancy, providing a theoretically rigorous foundation
for the selection framework (Akaike 1973). Cross valida-
tion can also be used to estimate Kullback-Leibler discrep-
ancy, but has been historically less often used in ecology,
perhaps due to concerns about computational cost (Hoo-
ten et al. 2015). However, its application is rapidly increas-
ing, especially in movement ecology, habitat-selection
studies, and species distribution modeling (Roberts et al.
2017, Valavi et al. 2019). The Bayesian information crite-
rion (BIC) is an often-used alternative, which, despite its
name, is not information-theoretic. It is sometimes favored
because it tends to select a simpler model than
information-theoretic approaches.
Consistent selectors, such as BIC, are defined by their

asymptotic property of selecting the data-generating
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model, given that this “true” model is in the model set.
Relative to estimates of Kullback-Leibler discrepancy,
consistent selectors penalize increasing complexity, thus
offering the allure of a more parsimonious selection.
However, in a setting where the true model is not one of
the candidates, called an M-open setting, the use of
information criteria or cross-validated scores is more
appropriate (Vehtari and Ojanen 2012). Consistent selec-
tors are suitable for M-closed settings, where the true
model is a candidate; however, the vast majority of eco-
logical problems are almost certainly M-open. Although
it is tempting to use BIC to mitigate potential overfit-
ting, consistent selectors are liable to underfit in an M-
open setting, which is arguably a more serious issue than
overfitting, due to increased bias, poor predictive perfor-
mance and the potential failure to interpret important
effects (Burnham and Anderson 2002).
It is not predominantly the choice of score that causes

overfitting, providing the score is an unbiased estimate
of Kullback-Leibler discrepancy, but instead a failure to
account for the uncertainty associated with score estima-
tion. We never have the true model scores, only estimates
(Richards 2005), yet the usual practice of ignoring esti-
mation uncertainty, by selecting the lowest-scoring
model, leads to overfitting due to random chance alone
(Piironen and Vehtari 2017); see Fig. 1. The probability
of overfitting is increased when the number of models is
high, and the (relative) uncertainty of score estimates is
large with respect to score differences, especially when
several models have similar performance to the lowest-
scoring model.
In this paper, we introduce a novel selection rule that

identifies a parsimonious model by directly accounting
for estimation uncertainty in the chosen score. It is use-
ful in ecological applications because it selects a model

that has predictive power close to the Kullback-Leibler
best model, yet favors simpler, thus more easily inter-
preted, models. Our rule, which is a modification of the
ordinary one-standard-error rule (Breiman et al. 1984),
uses correlation-adjusted standard errors to calibrate
selection, in this way mitigating overfitting by accounting
for uncertainty, while still retaining an information-
theoretic interpretation using model scores such as AIC
or cross validation. We use two case studies to illustrate
the general applicability and functioning of the approach.
We discuss how our method compares to other tech-
niques for parsimonious model selection, including Baye-
sian reference methods and other calibration approaches.
We also discuss the important (but usually ignored) issue
of valid inference after model selection. Valid inference is
a distinct problem from that of mitigating overfitting, or
deciding whether to use a single model or model averag-
ing as the basis for inference.

METHODS

Estimating model scores

In the information-theoretic approach to model selec-
tion, models are scored using expected, relative,
Kullback-Leibler discrepancy, a measure of the informa-
tion lost when an alternative model is used in place of
the (usually unknown) true model. Viewed as a predic-
tive score, the discrepancy is the expected out-of-sample
log-likelihood, or log predictive density, which can be
estimated by adding a bias correction to the within-
sample log-likelihood. Estimates of this type, usually
multiplied by −2 to place them on the deviance scale, are
called information criteria, the most well-known of
which is AIC, given by
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FIG. 1. Hypothetical model scores. The labels on the x-axis index candidate models by increasing complexity and the lowest
score estimate is attributed to model m8. The left plot depicts score estimates (circles) and one standard error of the estimate (error
bars). In this example, high uncertainty of the estimates makes it likely that model m8 is overfit. The ordinary one-standard-error
rule selects model m3, the simplest model whose score lies within one standard error of the lowest-scoring model. However, this is
likely underfit, since the score estimates are usually highly correlated. The modified rule uses correlation-adjusted standard errors
(right plot), selecting model m4, the simplest model whose score estimate lies within one correlation-adjusted standard error of the
lowest estimated score.
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AIC¼�2‘þ2p (1)

where ‘ is the maximum log-likelihood of all data used
for fitting and p, the number of estimated model param-
eters, is the bias-correction term (Akaike 1973). Other
commonly used information criteria include AICc, for
small-sample-bias correction, and QAIC for over-
dispersed data.
Cross validation provides a more direct means to esti-

mate Kullback-Leibler discrepancy. In K-fold cross vali-
dation, out-of-sample prediction is simulated by splitting
the data into K equal-sized folds (parts), generating K
data subsets by omitting one fold at a time from the full
data set. The model is fit to each subset in turn, providing
an out-of-sample prediction for each data point. The cor-
responding cross-validation estimate of the score is

CV¼ ∑
n

i¼1
�2‘∗i (2)

where ‘∗i is the out-of-sample (predictive) log-likelihood of
the ith data point, and n is the total number of data points.
To preserve the information-theoretic interpretation

of the score, it is necessary to use unbiased (or constant-
biased) estimators of Kullback-Leibler discrepancy.
Information criteria are fast to compute, typically
requiring a single model fit, however, the unbiasedness
of the estimate imposes restrictions on the models and
the data; for example, AIC requires large n and AICc

requires models to be linear with homoscedastic errors
(Hurvich and Tsai 1989). Cross validation is far more
flexible, requiring only that the data points be condition-
ally independent (Roberts et al. 2017). For K<n, K-fold
cross validation does introduce bias, however it is easily
corrected using the method of Burman (1989). The spe-
cial case K ¼ n, called leave-one-out cross validation, has
minimal bias, obviating the need for correction in most
instances; however, it can be computationally expensive.

Estimating standard error

When a score estimate S is an information criterion
(e.g., AIC), the standard error of the estimate depends
only on the log-likelihood, since the bias correction (e.g.,
�2p) is fixed for each model. There are two main ways
to estimate the standard error of the score:

1) the pointwise sample estimate

σ̂S ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n

n�1
∑
n

i¼1
ð2‘i�2‘Þ2

s
(3)

where ‘¼ 1
n∑‘i;

2) alternatively, bootstrapped samples can be used to cal-
culate the non-parametric bootstrap sample estimate

σ̂S ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

B�1
∑
B

b¼1
2‘b�2‘

b
� �2

s
(4)

where b¼ 1, . . ., B indexes bootstrap samples of size n,
each resampled with replacement from the full data set,
and l

b ¼ 1
B∑lb with ‘b ¼∑‘bi (Efron and Tibshirani

1994).
For large n, the pointwise estimate may suffice under

the assumption of asymptotic normality (it is certainty
faster to compute), however the bootstrap offers a more
versatile solution, where B can be made arbitrarily large
to improve statistical properties, limited only by compu-
tation time but without making distributional assump-
tions (Efron and Tibshirani 1994). We use the bootstrap
estimate (Eq. 4) for all analyses in this paper.
The bootstrap estimate (Eq. 4) may also be applied

when S is a cross-validated estimate. The standard error
for K-fold cross validation is usually approximated by
replacing ‘ with ‘∗ in Eq. 3 (Breiman et al. 1984), although
it is well-known to be biased as the ‘∗i are not independent;
in fact, there exists no unbiased estimator for the standard
error (Bengio and Grandvalet 2004). The cross-validation
estimate (Eq. 2) can be written as CV¼�2‘þ2κ, where
κ¼CV=2þ ‘ is an adaptive bias-correction term, often
called the effective number of parameters (Gelman et al.
2014). The use of Eq. 4 to estimate σCV is justified because
the contribution of κ is generally an order of magnitude
smaller than that of ‘ (Efron 2004: Remark B). This
approximation enables flexible nonparametric estimation
of the standard error by estimating κ just once, using the
full data set, thus avoiding the computational cost of
applying cross validation to each bootstrap sample.

A modified selection rule

The original one-standard-error rule, introduced in the
context of classification and regression trees (CART; Brei-
man et al. 1984), uses the standard error of the lowest-
scoring model (i.e., the estimated best-performing model)
for the possible selection of a simpler model; the rule is
illustrated in Fig. 1. This choice of threshold has a “natu-
ral” interpretation, since one standard error is the average
(root-mean-square) distance of score estimates from the
mean (for the best-scoring model), but it ignores the often
substantial correlation of the errors between models, thus
over-estimating the relative variation. However approxi-
mate, the rule performs well in the original CART setting,
but does not generalize to model- and variable-selection
problems, where it can substantially underfit, as we show
in the examples of the following section. Despite a procliv-
ity to underfit in selection problems, use of the original
one-standard-error rule is often recommended (Hastie et
al. 2009, James et al. 2013) and it is implemented in com-
monly used R packages such as bestglm and caret (Kuhn
2008, McLeod et al. 2020, RCore Team 2020).
To account for the correlation of estimates between

models, the performance threshold must be evaluated
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pairwise, where each candidate, together with the lowest-
scoring model, characterizes a unique pair. Given that
model selection is based on the set of differences of the
estimated model scores, a natural starting point for a
correlation-adjusted performance threshold is the vari-
ance of the relative estimate, ΔSk ¼Sk�Smin , where k
indexes the candidate models and Smin ¼ min Skf g is the
lowest-scoring model. Since ΔSi is an estimate of the dif-
ference of two random variables, with the subscript
‘k¼ min ’ determined by the initial score estimates and
fixed thereafter, the variance is given by the identity

σ2ΔSk
¼ σ2min þσ2k�2ρmin,kσminσk (5)

where ρ is the correlation coefficient.
The standard error σΔSk appears in the recent Baye-

sian literature, where it is estimated using Eq. 3, up to an
overall factor of

ffiffiffi
n

p
, with ‘k,i is replaced by ‘k,i� ‘min,i,

the pointwise difference of (posterior) expected log pre-
dictive densities (Vehtari et al. 2017, Piironen et al.
2020). The values ‘k,i� ‘min,i, or indeed the bootstrap
values ‘bk� ‘bmin, sample the null-hypothesis distribution
that the kth model does not improve over the lowest-
scoring model. To investigate the suitability of σΔSk as
performance threshold for a modified one-standard-
error rule, we introduce the following generalized defini-
tion of a correlation-adjusted error:

σ2adj,k ¼ ασ2min þβσ2kþγρmin,kσminσk (6)

where α, β, and γ are coefficients to be determined. The
case α¼ β¼ 1, γ¼�2, corresponds to σ2ΔSk

(Eq. 5).
To constrain the coefficients in Eq. 6, we demand that

the correlation-adjusted definition, when used as the
performance threshold for a modified one-standard-
error rule, selects, in the limit of zero correlation, the
same model that would be selected if using the usual
standard error, and that it selects the lowest-scoring
model in the limit of unit correlation, that is

σadj,k ! σmin as ρmin,k ! 0

σadj,k ! 0 as ρmin,k ! 1
(7)

The constraints imply γ¼�σmin=σk and α¼ 1�
βσ2k=σ

2
min , which after substitution into Eq. 6, determine

the following definition of a correlation-adjusted standard
error, conditional on the lowest-scoring model

σadj,k≡σmin

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�ρmin,k

q
(8)

The standard error σmin can be estimated using
either Eq. 3 or Eq. 4, and an estimate of the matrix ele-
ment ρmin,k is easily computed in R by applying the
base function cor to a data frame containing either
bootstrapped or pointwise values of �2‘, where each
row corresponds to a sample value and each column to
a model; see the supplementary materials for code
examples.

Using the definition (Eq. 8), with the complexity of a
model taken to be the (effective) number of estimated
parameters, the modified selection rule is stated as fol-
lows:

Select the least complex model whose score estimate
lies within one correlation-adjusted standard error of
the lowest score estimate. If two or more models
satisfy this condition, that is they have the same
model complexity, then either (1) select the lowest
scoring of these models or (2) retain of all these
models as a selected best set.

A standard-error plot, such as Fig. 1, shows the score
estimate and correlation-adjusted standard error for
each model, providing an easily interpreted summary of
model performance and a clear illustration of the modi-
fied selection mechanism.
In many instances, we expect the modified rule to

select a single model, either because only one model ful-
fils the initial selection condition, or because option (1)
has been chosen explicitly. However, when two or more
models satisfy the initial selection condition, the selec-
tion of a single model could be deemed inappropriate on
the basis that the data are simply ambiguous to alterna-
tive mechanisms. If the correlation of the score estimates
for these models is high, it is likely that the models have
similar structure but differ by one or more correlated
predictors. On the other hand, if the correlation is low,
yet score estimates are comparable, then each model is
capturing independent aspects of the true data-
generating mechanism. This situation suggests the
potential merits of either (1) model averaging, (2) retain-
ing a best set of models, or (3) considering alternative
model structures (Garthwaite and Mubwandarikwa
2010). In this scenario, data simulation based on predic-
tive distributions provides a rigorous means to validate
candidate models, assessing their adequacy to explain
the data (Gabry et al. 2019).
Finally, we comment on the use of σΔSk (see Eq. 5), in

place of σadj,k (Eq. 8), as a preferred performance thresh-
old for the modified selection rule. In practice, it may
not make much difference which error definition is used,
since both forms account explicitly for the correlation of
score estimates, leading to substantially reduced lengths
of the error bars of the best-performing models relative
to the non-adjusted error σmin. In our experience, the
difference in size of the two error estimates is often small
relative to the differences in the model scores, thus com-
monly leading to selection of the same model.
At times, however, the two error definitions will select

different models, in which case the interpretation of the
selected models is different. A key difference is that σΔSk

does not satisfy the constraints (Expression 7). These con-
straints, defined at the limiting values of the possible cor-
relation values, impose logical and intuitive conditions on
the modified selection mechanism, appealing to the
underlying rationale of the original one-standard-error
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rule, that the standard error of the lowest-scoring model
is a “natural” threshold for the selection of a simpler
model (here adjusted to account for sampling variability).
On the other hand, σΔSk permits a probabilistic interpre-
tation, such that an alternative model, whose score esti-
mate falls within σΔSk of the lowest-scoring model,
performs no worse than the lowest-scoring model with
probability approximately 0.16 (Piironen et al. 2020).
Thus, we suggest the use of σΔSk to calculate probabilities
related to model performance, and σadj,k for use in the
modified one-standard error rule. The latter permits a
straight-forward interpretation in the context of parsimo-
nious model selection and it is the definition we apply in
the following examples.

EXAMPLES

To illustrate the use of the modified selection rule in
practice, we apply it to two data sets, both of which have
been studied previously in the model-selection literature.
All analyses are done in R (RCore Team 2020); the code
is available in the supplementary materials.

Goby survival

The Goby survival data set contains measurements
from experimental manipulations on Elacatinus evelynae
and E. prochilos in the U.S. Virgin Islands, 2000–2002
(Wilson 2004). The data are compiled from five experi-
ments, x¼ 1, 2, :::, 5, collected over three years, and
include information on animal density d and habitat qual-
ity q. The fraction of surviving gobies T tð Þ is modeled
using the Weibull distribution; the aim of the analysis is to
investigate the effect of density and habitat quality on
mortality rate. Following the analysis of Bolker (2008), we
consider a set of 10 candidate models characterized by the
dependence of the scale parameter s on the variables x, d,
and q. The most complex model, denoted xqdi, is

T ∼Weibull a, sx d, qð Þð Þ

sx d, qð Þ¼ exp αxþβqþ γþδqð Þdð Þ

with s depending on x, q, d, and an interaction i
between q and d. Models of lower complexity, with vari-
ous dependencies omitted, are labelled in the same man-
ner, together with zero, which denotes the simplest
model (a single shape and scale parameter). The data set
contains 369 rows.
The selection results are shown in Fig. 2. We use (Eq.

2) to estimate model scores using leave-one-out cross
validation, and the standard errors are calculated using
1,000 bootstrap samples. The lowest scoring model (qd)
has four parameters and includes both quality and den-
sity as predictors. The modified rule selects the simpler
model (d), comprising three parameters with no depen-
dence on quality. The same results are obtained when
using AIC instead of cross validation. In this example,

the lowest-scoring model when using BIC coincides with
the one chosen by the modified selection rule. The ordi-
nary one-standard-error rule selects the null model due
to the large (non-adjusted) error bars.

Body fat data

Here we consider a classical variable-selection prob-
lem using multivariate linear regression. The body-fat
data set comprises body-fat densities for 252 men, ages
21–81, together with each subject’s age, mass, height,
and 10 body circumference measurements (neck, chest,
abdomen, hip, thigh, knee, ankle, biceps, forearm, and
wrist; Johnson 1996). We take y¼ 1=density as the
response variable and exhaust all possible linear combi-
nations of the 13 predictors to generate a total 8,192
candidate models. This selection problem has been stud-
ied by Burnham and Anderson (2002), using AIC and
BIC, and by Hoeting et al. (1999), in the context of
Bayesian model averaging. As the number of models is
much greater than the number of data points, we antici-
pate large selection uncertainty and a high probability of
overfitting when selecting the model with the lowest esti-
mate of Kullback-Leibler discrepancy.
The selection results are shown in Fig. 3. To illustrate

the versatility of the rule, we use the small-sample-
corrected information criterion AICc since the ratio of
predictors to data points is low and the models are linear
(Hurvich and Tsai 1989). (Alternatively, leave-one-out
cross validation can be used, which selects a larger
model than AICc using score minimization, but selects
the same model when applying the modified rule.) Stan-
dard errors for the scores are calculated using 1,000
bootstrap samples. The modified rule selects a simpler
model than the lowest-AICc selection, the former nested
within the latter, containing four predictors instead of
six. The same four predictors comprise the lowest scor-
ing model using BIC. The modified rule identifies a sec-
ond model with the same complexity and a higher score;
the models differ by one predictor, the correlation of the
differing predictors is r¼ 0:68. The ordinary one-
standard-error rule appears to seriously underfit, select-
ing only two predictors, both of which are contained in
the models selected by the modified rule. The equiva-
lence of the modified selection with the BIC selection
should be taken as a coincidence; see also (Hoeting et al.
1999: Table 9) for comparison with posterior model
probabilities.
Finally, to illustrate the utility of the rule for a smaller

set of candidate models, we applied the modified rule to
the reduced set of body-fat models, based on a priori
considerations and transformed predictors, introduced
by Burnham and Anderson (2002; see reference and sup-
plementary materials for details). In this instance, the
modified rule selects the lowest-scoring model, therefore
making the same selection as the usual AICc approach,
but with increased confidence that overfitting has not
occurred.
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DISCUSSION

We have introduced an easily implemented method to
select a parsimonious model. This is useful in ecology
where explanation, rather than the most accurate predic-
tion, is often the goal, and for which the simpler struc-
ture of a parsimonious model facilitates interpretation
and the inference of influential processes. The method
estimates both score uncertainty and the correlation of
model scores, using this information to address the
shortcomings of naı̈vely selecting the lowest-scoring

model. The standard-error plots give a useful visual
summary of the model selection problem, displaying
scores, estimation uncertainty and the modified selection
mechanism. For parsimonious model selection, our rule
provides an information-theoretic alternative to the
common, but usually inappropriate, use of consistent
selectors, such as BIC.
Our modified selection rule is a simple calibration of

the commonly adopted rule to select the model with the
lowest score. The need to calibrate the significance of the
differences between model scores is identified in the
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FIG. 2. Score estimates for Goby-survival models. The labels on the x-axis denote candidate models ordered by increasing com-
plexity. The lowest-scoring model (qd) includes both quality and density as covariates, however, after accounting for estimation
uncertainty, the modified rule selects the simpler model (d), which excludes habitat quality. The ordinary one-standard-error rule
selects the null model due to the large (non-adjusted) error bars shown in the left figure.
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literature (Vehtari and Ojanen 2012). The main reasons
for this are that estimation variance makes selection of
lowest-scoring model suboptimal, with a proclivity to
overfit, and that a preference for parsimony is not built
into the selection mechanism. Importantly, calibration,
when used in conjunction with unbiased (or constant-
biased) score estimation, respects the intended measure
of model performance, in contrast to non-calibrated
approaches that mitigate overfitting using estimators
with complexity-dependent bias (Cawley and Talbot
2010, Arlot and Lerasle 2016).
Existing approaches to calibrate selection are mostly

limited to Bayesian analyses, and usually require specifi-
cation of an arbitrary threshold. Bayesian reference
methods are known to perform well, but they are com-
plex, requiring the construction of a large reference
model that is used to calibrate the explanatory power of
simpler models (Vehtari and Lampinen 2004). These
methods, as well as parameterized techniques such as
binomial calibration (McCulloch 1989) or the Gaussian
approach of Bernardo (1999), require that an arbitrary
threshold parameter be specified. In the context of AIC
scores, Richards (2008) introduced a simple, yet effec-
tive, selection rule for eliminating complex nested mod-
els that fail to improve on the score of simpler
alternatives. The original one-standard-error rule uses
the standard error of the lowest score as a “natural” cali-
bration threshold, but failure to account for correlation
means that the original rule does not generalize well to
model-selection problems, with a tendency to underfit.
Here we have made explicit use of the correlation of

score estimates between models, a quantity that is rarely
computed, despite its usefulness to both model selection
and model averaging. The correlation of predictive per-
formance provides a measure of model similarity, for
which the corresponding (adjusted) standard errors pro-
vide an adaptive alternative to the static thresholds for
ΔAIC that are often used to qualify the support for a
given model, such as the rule-of-thumb that ΔAIC<2
indicates “substantial” support (Burnham and Anderson
2002). In the context of model averaging, the benefits of
using averaged predictions are known to be greatest
when the correlation between models is low (Garthwaite
and Mubwandarikwa 2010, Dormann et al. 2018); thus,
the plots of correlation-adjusted standard errors, or
indeed the full covariance matrix, provide a useful diag-
nostic to assess the potential merits of retaining a best
set of models in lieu of selecting a single best model.
While we have focused herein on information-

theoretic applications, our modified rule is broadly
applicable, working with almost any type of model score.
Parameter estimation and model scoring are not always
based on likelihood. Other fitness functions, such as mis-
classification rate or the continuous-ranked-probability
score, are often more suitable (Gneiting and Raftery
2007), yet the problem of estimation uncertainty and
subsequent overfitting remains. The use of nonparamet-
ric techniques such as the bootstrap and cross

validation, adjusted appropriately for hierarchical or
autocorrelative structures (Roberts et al. 2017), enable
the modified rule to be applied in a wide variety of set-
tings, although parametric estimation of the variance
terms may be more accurate when a specific distribution
can be assumed (Efron 2004).
We have focused on selection, but also wish to draw

attention to the important yet neglected topic of infer-
ence after selection. Breiman and Spector (1992) called
it the “quiet scandal in the statistical community,”
whereby the data are initially used to select a model, and
then, acting as though the model was decided upon a
priori, the same data are used to infer parameter values
and associated confidence intervals. This approach
ignores selection uncertainty, leading to exaggerated
effect sizes and optimistic confidence intervals (Hjort
and Claeskens 2003). In the present context of selecting
a single best model, however calibrated to mitigate over-
fitting, the need to account for post-selection bias
remains an important subsequent stage in the analysis,
as it is in all model-selection settings.
What can be done to improve post-selection inference?

This is an active area of research (Claeskens and Hjort
2008, Berk et al. 2013, Charkhi and Claeskens 2018,
Kabaila and Wijethunga 2019). For predictive inference,
the post-selection confidence interval of the mean
response can be estimated using techniques based on
model averaging (Hjort and Claeskens 2003, Efron
2014). Valid confidence intervals for model parameters
are more difficult to estimate, yet are crucial for the
explanatory goals of inferential analyses; ordinary model
averaging does not address this problem (Banner and
Higgs 2017). General purpose approaches such as PoSI
(post-selection inference; Berk et al. 2013, Bachoc et al.
2019) are suitable for use with our modified rule, though
possibly conservative, while more specialized estimators
exist for the lasso (Lee et al. 2016) and more recently
AIC (Charkhi and Claeskens 2018). Didactic publica-
tions and robust software implementation are much
needed to bring these recent (and highly technical) meth-
ods into the toolkit of ecological analysts. Post-selection
inference remains an important direction for future work
in both statistics and ecological inference. Low-tech
solutions include the perennial advice to do as much
work as possible a priori, thus reducing the number of
candidate models.
Finally, given the many difficulties of model selection

in a frequentist setting, one might wonder whether Baye-
sian methods could be used to avoid model selection
altogether. Bayesian data analysis provides a broadly
inclusive framework to incorporate and marginalize over
uncertainties. Large, globally encompassing models, that
are regularized via priors and hierarchical structures, are
an enticing one-stop-shop, but they require an intimidat-
ing (at times prohibitive) amount of prior knowledge
(Hjort and Claeskens 2003). Indeed, the need for discrete
model selection in a Bayesian setting is well-recognized,
and has been reiterated in the recent literature (Gelman
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et al. 2014, Hooten et al. 2015). Projection methods,
related to reference methods discussed above, and
information-theoretic scores, such as the widely applica-
ble information criterion (WAIC) and Bayesian cross
validation, are topics of active research (Piironen and
Vehtari 2017, Vehtari et al. 2017). Score-based model
selection has been incorporated into the popular R
package rstanarm (Goodrich et al. 2020), or loo (Vehtari
et al. 2017) for more general use, facilitating the routine
use of model selection in Bayesian analyses, wherein our
modified selection rule can also be applied.

CONCLUSION

The notion of selecting the “best,” the “true,” or the
“most parsimonious” model are unattainable ideals in
the real world of noisy data and approximate models of
complex natural phenomena. Here we have introduced a
practical rule to select a useful model. The model is use-
ful because it is selected on the basis of its expected util-
ity (score), while at the same time giving preference to a
parsimonious selection when it is justified by the extent
of estimation uncertainty, thereby mitigating overfitting.
Defined in this way, the rule provides an objective (and
intuitive) selection mechanism, where expert knowledge
is incorporated a priori via the generation of candidate
models and the choice of estimation method, model
score, and selection rule. This makes the preference for
parsimony explicit. Further, when applied using unbi-
ased estimates of Kullback-Leibler discrepancy, the
selected model retains an information-theoretic interpre-
tation. The rule is versatile, easy to apply, and permits a
straightforward interpretation, aided by visual plots.
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